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Concerns About The Integrity of The Scientific 
Research Process—Focus On Recent Negative 
Publications Regarding Nutrition, Multivitamins, 
Fish Oil And Cardiovascular Disease 
Alex Vasquez, DC, ND, DO; Joseph Pizzorno, ND, Editor in Chief

THE PATH AHEAD

Evidence-based medicine—by definition—requires 
objective, reliable and accurate research and reviews from 
which to make the best decisions in patient care and public 
policy. The causes of inaccurate information, ranging from 
presumably innocent mistakes all the way to apparently 
intentional fraud, affect all scientific and biomedical 
disciplines.1 While these accidental and intentional errors 
can derail our understanding of diseases and impact tens of 
thousands of affected patients, such inaccuracies in the 
field of nutrition can impact hundreds of millions of people 
worldwide.2 While fractions of the population succumb to 
a specific disease that may need drug therapy, the entire 
human population eats food and is directly affected by 
nutrition research. Further, the science of nutrition is 
particularly contentious and territorial. A great irony of 
nutrition research is that most of it is conducted by 
healthcare professionals with little to no formal training in 
nutrition. Clinical therapeutic nutrition is not taught in the 
vast majority of medical schools3-5 nor in post-graduate 
medical training programs6, including those specialties that 
are obviously impacted by dietary intake such as 
gastroenterology7 and cardiology.8,9 Despite this absence of 
training in clinical nutrition, the medical profession 
proclaims itself authoritative on all health-related topics, 
including the entire territory of clinical nutrition.10 A major 
and serious problem arises when unskilled and invalid 
research is published by authors (including nonphysician 
journalists11) in major journals which mischaracterizes the 
validity of nutrition interventions (e.g., essentially always 
concluding that nutritional interventions are inefficacious 

or potentially hazardous) and then such research is used 
politically and in the media to disparage, restrict and 
regulate practitoners and nutrition supplement industry12 
to the detriment of human health. 

Several factors disrupting the integrity of nutrition 
research are commonly found in studies published by 
“elite” universities in “top-tier” journals, which are then 
republished and distributed as “headlining news” in 
newspapers, magazines, and television via which they 
ultimately influence patient care, government policy and 
health outcomes for tens/hundreds of millions of people. 
This editorial provides several recent examples of 
questionable nutrition research and publications, lists 
possible causes and suggests some proposed solutions. 
Given that all aspects of healthcare are dependent upon 
the integrity of the educational, investigative and 
publication processes, the advancements of clinical 
medicine and population-wide health improvements are 
hindered by accidental and intentional ignorance in 
nutrition education and research.

Recent examples of questionable nutrition 
publications from major journals

In the following subsection, we review recent 
examples of questionable or inaccurate publications 
related to nutrition. Perceived shortcomings are 
documented with both citations here and links to more 
detailed and authoritative reviews and video presentations. 
In some instances, speculations regarding the cause and 
consequences of identified errors are provided.

The next step in reestablishing credibility seems to us 
honesty and recognizing we all share a common goal of 
the health and wellness of the human community and 
the planet. Everyone agrees that the current healthcare 
system, despite its many incredible successes, is also 

showing its limitations and is no longer sustainable. We 
believe the solution starts with us the researchers and 
editors. A good first step might be formally recognizing 
the errors and showing how we can and intend to get 
better.

Abstract
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Vitamin and Mineral Supplements: What Clinicians 
Need to Know (JAMA—Journal of the American Medical 
Association 2018 Mar). In this recent publication, authors 
Manson and Bassuk10 attempt to review “what clinicians 
need to know” about “vitamin and mineral supplements” 
within a span of two pages. Such a publication apparently 
attempts to simplify the entire field of clinical nutrition to 
a ridiculous diminution and by such brevity must contain 
oversimplifications that are ultimately misleading. Oddly 
and clearly discordant with most reviews on 
pharmacotherapeutics, such nutrition reviews in medical 
journals commonly start with overtures reviewing the 
popularity of nutritional supplements 
 (“52% of US adults reported use of at least one supplement 
product”), the financial size of the market (“$30 billion 
industry in the United States”), sweeping generalizations 
that claim inefficacy of the entire genre (“most randomized 
clinical trials of vitamin and mineral supplements have 
not demonstrated clear benefits”), and allusions to 
“harmful effects” and the need to “curb inappropriate use 
of such supplements except that “clinicians may wish to 
favor prescription products.”Revealingly, the authors make 
several mentions of “folic acid” but without any mention 
of the other and clinically preferred forms of the nutrient 
as folinic acid and methylfolate; likewise, “vitamin B12” is 
discussed without differentiation of its various forms: 
cyanocobalamin, hydroxocobalamin, adenosylcobalamin 
and methylcobalamin. “Vitamin D” is referenced without 
distinction of ergocalciferol from cholecalciferol as if these 
are equipotent when in fact the latter is generally 
considered more potent and has some important 
physiological differences.13-15 Further, inaccurate dosage 
recommendations are made despite overwhelming 
evidence that the cited doses are inadequate by an order of 
magnitude.16-20 This is further aggravated by the 
foundational misperception that a nutrient can be studied 
as an isolated molecule like a drug, but in reality nutrients 
always function within biochemical networks of interaction 
and inderdependency that require multiple nutrients and 
affect multiple pathways and physiologic systems. Studying 
supplemental vitamin D without paying attention to the 
status of magnesium, vitamins A and K2 is an effective way 
to ensure negative results and adverse reactions.  
Citing clinical trials that failed to assess baseline nutrient 
intake is akin to a drug trial that failed to inquire about 
and document baseline pharmacotherapy and 
polypharmacy. “Vitamin K” is mentioned without 
distinction of important dosing and effect differences 
among K1 (phylloquinone), K2 (menaquinone-4),  
K3 (menadione), and K7 (menaquinone-7).21 As a final 
example, the authors state that “calcium supplements may 
increase the risk for kidney stones” but make no mention 
whatsoever of mitigating this risk with diet modification, 
magnesium, citrate or urinary alkalinization.22  
In short, their review is impressively lacking in important 
details that clinicians legitimately need to know regarding 

vitamin and mineral supplements; as such we consider it a 
misleading representation of the field, especially given that 
the publication is directed to an audience of medical 
physicians with no formal training and thus no background 
information nor evaluative perspective on the topic.

Associations of Omega-3 Fatty Acid Supplement Use 
With Cardiovascular Disease Risks: Meta-analysis of  
10 Trials Involving 77 917 Individuals (JAMA Cardiology 
2018 Mar). Conclusions from this meta-analysis23 were 
echoed (See illustration 1: The pharmaceutical-journal-
news echo chamber.) in newspapers, magazines, and 
throughout the internet, thereby ultimately influencing 
hundreds of millions of healthcare recipients.24 Per video 
critique by Vasquez25, important shortcomings of this 
review include (1) unjustified selective exclusion of data,  
(2) non-therapeutic dosing, (3) use of unnatural/
semisynthetic form of fish oil, (4) conclusions at odds with 
data, (5) pro-pharma conflicts of interest among authors, 
publication, and supporting organizations, and—related 
to critique #2 aforementioned—(6) no mention anywhere 
in the article of the importance of the omega-3 index, the 
concept and use of which is highly important as 
documented more than 20 years previously26 and 
repeatedly validated and widely published in leading 
scientific27 and cardiology specialty journals.28 

Supplemental Vitamins and Minerals for CVD 
Prevention and Treatment (Journal of the American 
College of Cardiology 2018 Jun). Problems with this 
publication29 include (1) paid conflicts of interest among 
the journal’s editorial/review staff30, (2) conflicts of interest 
with the drug and processed food industries,  
(3) unscientific exclusion of data, (4) removal of data that 
countered the overall narrative of the article, eg, “Studies 
containing selenium were removed from the analysis of 
antioxidants due to the high percentage of these studies of 
the left side of the unity line versus the right side of the 
unity line in the antioxidant forest plot. This is compared 
to other components of antioxidant mixtures. Removal of 
the selenium studies resulted in a significant increase in 
all-cause mortality”, (5) failure to maintain basic clinical 
and pharmacologic standards, and (6) confusion and 
equivocation with regard to details of nutritional 
interventions.31

Effects of n-3 Fatty Acid Supplements in Diabetes Mellitus 
(New England Journal of Medicine 2018 Aug/Oct).  
Known as the ASCEND study32, this large  
long-term clinical trial compared effects of low-dose fish 
oil against low-dose olive oil, looking for a difference in 
effect on cardiovascular outcomes. Per critiques by 
Vasquez33, major shortcomings of this trial include  
(1) erroneous description and use of olive oil as “placebo”, 
and (2) conflicts of interest with the pharmaceutical 
industry, including supervision of key meetings by drug 
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industry sponsors. In one of the most bizarre statements 
we have ever read in our 60+ years of reviewing medical 
literature, this article notes, “Mylan, Solvay and Abbott 
had nonvoting representation at meetings of the steering 
committee of the study and provided comments regarding 
the trial design and draft manuscript…” Olive oil cannot 
be considered a placebo given the well-established facts 
that it is one of the most potent anti-inflammatory and 
cardioprotective foods ever discovered; in fact, a short 
review published 15 years ago in the self-same New 
England Journal of Medicine noted that olive oil 
consumption in the Mediterranean diet provides such 
consumers with “very low rates of coronary heart disease 
and certain types of cancer and [had] a long life 
expectancy.”34 Cardioprotective, anti-inflammatory and 
antioxidant components of olive oil include squalene, oleic 
acid, and the numerous and abundant phytochemicals. 
The metabolic and cardioprotective benefits of olive oil are 
realized with consumption of low doses.35 In fact, the 
antiinflammatory benefits of olive oil are so potent that a 
clinical trial36 published in 1991 stated, “Olive oil can no 
longer confidently be used as a placebo control.”  
Further, 10% of ASCEND subjects were already taking fish 
oil (n3) supplementation at baseline, with corresponding 
omega-3 indexes of 6.6% and 7.1%, remarkably higher 
than the average 4% typical of Western societies.37 
Consistent with the post-publication peer-review process, 
Vasquez38 punctually submitted a guideline-conforming 
critique of this research; but the critique was rejected by 
the New England Journal of Medicine with the excuse that 
the journal did not have sufficient print space for a critique 
of less than 175 words despite the original article length of 
roughly 7,000 words. 

Cardiovascular Risk Reduction with Icosapent Ethyl for 
Hypertriglyceridemia (New England Journal of Medicine 
2019 Jan) and Prescription-strength omega-3 fatty acids 
to prevent heart disease?“A drug made from a highly 
purified fat from fish reduced cardiovascular events in 
people with heart disease or diabetes” (Harvard Heart 
Letter 2019 Feb): The original article39 and related 
publication by Harvard Medical School/Harvard Heart 
Letter40 both report a trial sponsored by the prescription 
drug manufacturer wherein 4 grams per day of “prescription-
strength omega-3 fatty acids” from fish oil were compared 
against “a placebo that contains mineral oil.” As noted by 
Vasquez41, 4 grams per day of concentrated fish oil would be 
expected to produce more robust benefits than did the 
previously mentioned articles that used only 25% of this 
dose; as one would expect from the study of pharmacology, 
fish oil is similar to any other therapeutic in that its 
distribution and effects demonstrate a dose-response 
relationship Furthermore, the mineral oil purportedly used 
as a “placebo” is very clearly not an inert substance, as has 
been well known and documented, for example in the 
Journal of the American Medical Association, for more than 

70 years.42-45 Mineral oil is known to block absorption of 
fat-soluble antiinflammatory, anti-oxidant, and 
cardioprotective nutrients, specifically but not exclusively 
vitamin A, vitamin D, and beta-carotene. Mineral oil may 
also reduce absorption of cardioprotective drugs, as noted 
in the original study by Bhatt et al, who questioned the 
possibility “if mineral oil in the placebo affected statin 
absorption in some patients, this might have contributed to 
differences in outcomes between the groups”; the authors 
made no attempt to assess for this possibility nor for 
iatrogenic malabsorption of nutrients. Not surprisingly, and 
perhaps also due to pro-inflammatory stimulation of the 
immune system, administration of mineral oil causes 
significant and measurable adverse effects on markers of 
cardiovascular disease risk, as noted in a remarkably 
insightful article by Herper46 published in Forbes. Mineral 
oil is absorbed from the intestines and is deposited in skin, 
subcutaneous tissues, intestinal wall, regional lymph nodes, 
liver, spleen, lungs, and bone marrow.47-49 The paradoxical 
use of a high-dose fish oil product against metabolically 
adverse/deleterious mineral oil would be expected to greatly 
favor the fish oil product, as noted by Herper. 

Why Is So Much Of The Nutritional Medicine 
Research So Flawed?

Trying to think through why these obviously 
erroneous studies where published, we see basically only 
two options: ignorance or medical/financial priorities.

Ignorance
We are willing to consider that the following are due 

to lack of adequate education in nutrition. 
Olive Oil Is Not Inert. Comparing two compounds 

that are both effective is obviously not going to show much 
difference in outcomes. Some of the studies critiqued 
above used fish oil VS olive oil. The authors and editors  
should have been aware that olive oil is cardioprotective 
and antiinflammatory since the data has been consistently 
published for almost 60 years, including in the NEJM.

Mineral Oil Is Not Inert. On the other hand, plenty 
of research shows multiple adverse physiological effects of 
mineral oil, making it a profoundly inappropriate placebo. 
Relative to long-term administration of mineral oil, almost 
anything “not too toxic” will look good by comparison. 
Examples of the ill effects of mineral oil are noted above. 

Ignorance of Previous Standards For Assessing 
Omega-3 Status. The omega-3 index was validated some 
20 years ago. Why wasn’t it used to assess both initial 
status and impact of intervention? How can a major 
review of fish oil trials—especially in a cardiology specialty 
journal—fail to make any mention whatsoever about 
appropriate dosing, adjustments for body size (especially 
given that many subjects were overweight or obese), and 
the objectively measurable (for compliance and treatment 
effect) and consistently validated omega-3 index?
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Medical/Financial Political 
Obviously, research integrity is jeopardized when it 

becomes dependent or overly close with funding sources 
or political organizations. “Research for profit” is often 
hidden or obfuscated.

Pay-To-Play Research. The Oxford study ASCEND 
claimed that all authors were “independent scientists” but 
the online documents showed that the majority of authors 

were rewarded by drug companies; and the article itself 
stated that the drug company supervised key meetings 
where their paid consultants were working; several drug 
companies “had nonvoting representation at meetings of 
the steering committee of the study and provided 
comments regarding the trial design and draft 
manuscript…” Could the financial conflicts of interest or 
potential for industry influence be more obvious? Why 

Figure 1. The pharmaceutical-journal-news echo chamber: Medical journals have inherent biases to publish pro-
drug and anti-nutrition articles, both to please their pharmaceutical sponsors and to maintain their pharmacocentric 
paradigms. Newspapers and television repeat the conclusions from medical journals, thereby dispersing the 
information to hundreds of millions of persons. Television shows also glorify medicine and drugs in programs 
featuring “medical heroes” ranging from Doogie Howser MD to MASH to House MD. As the drug paradigm is 
strengthened financially and socially, drug companies have more money to buy more political influence (ie, 
transitioning from “echo chamber” to “power vortex”), including directly paying politicians to pass drug-friendly 
protective laws and mandatory drug requirements. Influence from the pharmaceutical and processed food industries 
is noted in international policies determining use of (for example) vaccines, genetically modified foods, and breast 
feeding. Meanwhile, medical professionals are kept overly busy, burnt-out, and untrained in nutrition, thereby 
leaving them vulnerable to misinformation, especially in nutrition. Drug companies pay for and “supervise” research 
via universities, while also paying textbook authors, journal editors, and medical societies that publish treatment 
guidelines.
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weren’t the conflicts of interest printed within the same 
publication wherein the authors called themselves 
“independent investigators.” Why were university and 
nonprofit affiliations listed so clearly whereas drug 
industry connections were omitted from the printed 
article and available only in separate documents online?

Hidden Data. The 2018 NEJM “fish oil vs mineral 
oil” study obscured the identity of the placebo and also hid 
the adverse effects in the online materials separate from the 
main publication. This means very few researchers or busy 
doctors saw the adverse effects by reading the published 
study. Separating key data from the main publication by 
the inconvenient or unsuspected use of cumbersome 
online “supplemental materials” surely prevents many if 
not most readers from seeing important information and 
making appropriate and contextualized interpretations of 
the data. Why was important information separated from 
the primary publication? When physicians are given a 
reprint of the study, most of them will not have immediate 
access to the accessory online documents that contain 
important information. 

Common Problem of Inaccuracy In Published 
Abstracts. The reading of any study begins with the 
reading of the title and abstract of the article. Many and 
perhaps most busy healthcare professionals, among those 
who are even willing to independently keep up with the 
research, read only the abstracts, not the full study. 
“Abstract-only” reading is usually due to time limitations, 
but many major journals require a fee to access the full 
study, while the abstract is available for free either at the 
publisher’s website or within a cataloged database. Unless 
they are part of an academic health center or a clinical 
organization that is large enough to afford the huge 
subscription fees, most clinicians never see the actual 
research. Many studies of clinical trial abstract quality 
have been published, consistently showing multiple types 
of problems. A review study published a full 20 years ago 
found that 18%-68% of the abstracts in 5 major medical 
journals (Annals of Internal Medicine, BMJ, JAMA, Lancet, 
and New England Journal of Medicine) contain multiple 
factual inaccuracies.50 Another example study looked at 
major journals like NEGM, JAMA, BMJ and Lancet and 
found less than 10% clearly defined blinding, less than 
15% reported numbers lost to follow up and only half 
reported ADRs.51 In our extensive reading of medical 
research, we have found multiple examples of abstracts 
that report the exact opposite of the actual data in the 
study (See IMCJ editorial 14.4 for an example). We are 
admonished to practice evidence-based medicine. But 
what happens when the “evidence” presented in the 
published abstract is exactly wrong? 

Now, with the growing and strategic popularity of 
separating key findings and authors’ financial ties in 
online “supplementary materials”, has medical publishing 
yet further and paradoxically obscured and encumbered 
the proper evaluation of scientific publications?

Problem Of Drug Advertising Distorting 
Publication Of Stuides On Dietary Supplements. 
Readers of research articles assume, appropriately but not 
accurately, total separation of a journal’s editorial and 
marketing divisions. Unfortunately, such separation of 
scientific content from industry payments (and thus 
influence) does not appear to be the norm in many major 
journals. One study looked at the correlation between the 
number of pharmaceutical advertisements in 11 major 
medical journals and their publication of articles on 
dietary supplements. They found that journals with the 
most pharmaceutical ads published: (1) fewer major 
articles about dietary supplements, (2) when such articles 
were published they were far more likely to conclude that 
dietary supplements were unsafe, and (3) were 50% more 
likely to publish studies showing dietary supplements were 
clinically ineffective. All these findings of bias were 
statistically significant.52 

Pay-To-Publish. The authors are not the only ones 
with conflicts of interests. With the huge surge in  
“open-access journals”, authors commonly pay journals 
(and thus editors) for publication. The potential for 
conflict of interest is obvious and substantial: editors of 
such journals have a financial incentive to accept articles, 
likely including those that they might have otherwise 
rejected. Several studies have documented predatory 
behaviors by editors to recruit fees, high susceptibility to 
falsified credentials in editorial board members, and little 
to no rigor in their review processes.53 We are not saying 
that all open-access journals are problematic, but rather 
that the potential for conflict of interest, ie, “incentivized 
acceptance”, is especially high. 

Thoughts on How to Improve Nutrition Research
The flaws we documented and exemplified above are 

clearly preventable by researchers making better study 
design decisions. Equally clear is that editors should not 
accept papers until such obvious problems are resolved. 
We propose the following for consideration by both 
authors and editors.

Micromanagement. We can develop formal rules and 
governing bodies to certify and monitor editors. In turn, 
the editors in a very formalized and rigorous manner 
micromanage authors to prevent problems such as: 
systematic bias, nutrients being studied at inappropriate 
dosages, in ineffective forms, or with no attention to the 
full matrix in which they function, etc. We are not 
advocating for this authoritarian solution, but must admit 
it is a pathway.

Improve the Quality of Abstracts. The CONSORT 
reporting guidelines for the abstracts of randomized 
clinical trials is a good starting point. It provides clear 
guidelines and a checklist. Unfortunately, virtually no 
journals are following these guidelines. One study 
evaluated the abstracts of 395 randomized clinical trials 
published in anesthesia journals in 2010 and in 2016 to 
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determine adherence to CONSORT and trend using a 16 
point scale. The good news is that there was a statistically 
significant improvement. The bad news is that the average 
rating increased from only 4 to only 6 points out of a total 
of 16 possible quality points. Not a single abstract scored 
16 and 75% met fewer than ½ the guidelines.54 

Competence in Nutrition. We can teach editors, 
researchers and doctors to be nutritionally competent 
(which they should have learned in medical school) so 
that when they evaluate or use nutrition research, they 
hold it to a higher level of intellectual and scientific 
competence so that junk research is not published in the 
first place nor thereafter accepted by medical professionals. 

Reestablish Integrity. We need to think more broadly 
about how we teach ethics. Medical students commonly 
receive training in “medical ethics”, but most of the 
exercises are specific to clinical situations appropriate for 
inexperienced and naïve medical students. We as educators 
need to teach broader conceptualizations of ethics that 
serve to create and maintain a healthy and empowered 
healthcare community making clinical decisions based on 
the best real research. In addition, journals themselves 
need to be more accepting and responsive to  
post-publication critiques. They must be willing to retract, 
or at least bring substantial attention, to previously 
published articles that are shown to be problematic.

Update Education of Current Practitioners and 
Reform Licensing Bodies. Clinicians who want to 
independently stay up with the research need to be better 
taught to recognize and combat unreliable research. 
However, in this authoritarian age we also need to curtail 
overzealous licensing boards from restricting a practitioner 
from exercising his or her best clinical judgment.

Summary
The next step in reestablishing credibility seams to us 

honesty and recognizing we all share a common goal of the 
health and wellness of the human community and the 
planet. Everyone agrees that the current healthcare system, 
despite its many incredible successes, is also showing its 
limitations and is no longer sustainable. We believe the 
solution starts with us the researchers and editors. A good 
first step might be formally recognizing the errors and 
showing how we can and intend to get better.

Full disclosure. JP: As fully detailed in Editorial 8.6, 
JP is a scientific consultant to Bioclinic Naturals, a 
bioceuticals company. No studies using any of their 
proprietary products have been published in IMCJ. 
AV: In addition to having authored approximately 100 
articles and letters in a wide range of disciplines and peer-
reviewed journals, AV is the author of the 1200-page 
Inflammation Mastery, 4th Edition (2016), also published 
in two volumes as Textbook of Clinical Nutrition and 
Functional Medicine with sections excerpted as Human 
Microbiome and Dysbiosis in Clinical Disease, Antiviral 
Nutrition, and Brain Inflammation in Chronic Pain, 

Migraine, and Fibromyalgia. Dr Vasquez has served as a 
consultant to Biotics Research Corporation. 

In This Issue
We start this issue with appreciation for Associate 

Editor David Riley, MD who set up and lead the excellent 
Case Report series for IMCJ. With great sadness we 
announce that David is retiring from his editorial position. 
Thank you David for your excellent work demonstrating 
that carefully and rigorously designed patient reports are a 
credible way of providing scientific documentation of 
efficacy of the personalized medicine we advocate.

As usual, Associate Editor Jeffrey Bland, PhD kicks off 
this issue. His very interesting Commentary dives deeply 
into the fasting and para-fasting research. Having myself 
supervised hundreds of 4- to 30-day water-only fasts, I’ve 
substantial experience in this area. This is a good example 
of how using PubMed-indexed research totally misses the 
hundreds of years of successful clinical fasting expertise 
that is found in natural medicine books and clinicians. A 
good example to the non-MD community of the 
importance of documenting our work. Those interested in 
learning more about this very useful therapeutic modality 
will find the fasting chapter (first published in 1985) in my 
Textbook of Natural Medicine very helpful, as well as the 
patient handouts in the Appendix. 

George W. Cody, JD, MA, continues his series on the 
origins of integrative medicine. In this article he covers 
some of the key contributions from the chiropractic 
profession.

Regular contributor John Weeks discusses the huge 
challenge facing doctors of integrative medicine who use 
compounding pharmacists to personalize drug 
prescriptions for their patients. This problem is fully 
addressed by attorney Alan Dumoff, JD, MSW who has lead 
the fight to protect this important resource for our 
patients. The article he wrote for IMCJ can be found in 
issue 17.3. As usual, he has many other interesting briefs 
about the politics and business of this medicine. The 
results of the poll assessing the percent of cancer patients 
who believe alternative medicine has a cure are quite 
surprising.

Tom Blue has written two interesting articles on 
public interest in this medicine and the many challenges 
facing clinicians trying to make this work financially. His 
several suggestions are worth serious consideration. His 
considerable experience with concierge medicine provides 
useful insights.

One of the most fun and gratifying responsibilities as 
editor is being able to interview the special people who 
have created and practice this medicine. Managing Editor 
Craig Gustafson interviewed expert functional medicine 
neurologist and my friend David Haase, MD. His insightful 
ideas on stress, pain, and addiction are very helpful, 
especially in this era of prescription pain medication 
abuse.
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Original research by David S. Riley, MD; Viktor G. 
Lizogub, PhD; Marianne Heger, MD; Petra Funk, PhD;Heiko 
Mueller, Walter Lehmacher evaluates the efficacy of 
Pelargonium sidoides root in the treatment of the common 
cold. This multi-center, randomized, double-blind phase 
III clinical trial with 105 adults showed clear efficacy. 
Having personally used Umcka for over 10 years, I can 
attest that these results are consistent with my experience.

Self-insured corporations have, in my experience, 
been the most receptive to health promotion. Corporate 
wellness programs are a great way to demonstrate the 
efficacy of the concepts of our medicine. Managing editor 
Craig Gustafson interviewed Richard E. Johnson, JD, a 
health strategy expert. Those interested in working in this 
area will find a lot of value here.

Remarkable serendipity that Associate Editor Bill 
Benda, MD finishes the issue with the same concerns with 
which we started: Time to get back to the Truth. Journals 
of science are published as part of our community efforts 
to objectively understand the world. The truth decay in 
research which Alex and I addressed seems a sad symptom 
apparently escalating throughout our society. 

Joseph Pizzorno, ND, Editor in Chief
drpizzorno@innovisionhm.com
http://twitter.com/drpizzorno
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eliminated in most countries by 2100 – Millions of cases 
could be prevented with high HPV vaccine and screening 
coverage” (20 Feb 2019), “Teenage boys to be vaccinated 
against cancer-causing HPV: Inoculation program will be ex-
panded to cover 12- and 13-year-old boys in England” (24 
Jul 2018), “Boys should get HPV jab to protect against can-
cer, health advisers say: Ministers urged to take swift action 
to extend immunization under a gender-neutral program” (18 
Jul 2018), “Cervical cancer deaths in over-50s predicted to 
rise sharply in England – Rates of diagnoses and death set 
to rise in women not vaccinated against HPV, but likely to be 
almost eradicated in younger women” (19 Dec 2017), and 
“HPV vaccination should be extended to gay men” (12 Jun 
2012). One could hardly envision a more pro-drug publica-
tion, regularly producing “news articles” that function as in-
fomercials, glorifying any real or imagined benefits of drugs 
while making zero or minimal mention of any adverse effects, 
or refuting adverse effects, but without sufficient substantia-
tion, as in “Cervical cancer vaccination ‘most unlikely’ to have 
caused girl’s death” (29 Sep 2009). Likewise, the BMJ article 
was re-reported and exalted throughout print and video me-
dia in the United States by outlets such as Fox News’ “UK’s 
HPV vaccination program ‘dramatically’ reduces risk of cer-
vical cancer”3  and the physician-oriented Medscape.4  Such 
articles obviously serve to direct public and political opinion 
in favor of medicalization to the delight of the pharmaceuti-
cal and mainstream medical industries; the combined reach 
of the original articles and their echo-chamber derivatives 
is certainly in the tens of millions if not hundreds of millions 
of people. With regard to the recent article, the imbalanced 
praise and absence of rational concerns published in favor 
of the vaccine appeared quite biased; I soon accessed the 
original research, as discussed below.

 BMJ’s landmark publications in erroneous conclusions: 
Anyone who has studied research design is aware of differ-
ent types of clinical investigations and the limitations inher-
ent in each. The “gold standard” of clinical research has been 
the randomized double-blind placebo-controlled clinical trial, 
preferably with a large population-representative cohort, 
preferably with a cross-over design if practical depending 

Introduction

 As an author, presenter, editor, and careful reader of re-
search and public policy, I have been concerned for sev-
eral years about potentially false attribution of efficacy to 
vaccines during public health campaigns and major infra-
structure investments that concurrently provided access to 
education, improved sanitation, improved diet (alongside 
immune-enhancing nutritional supplementation, most com-
monly with vitamins A and D, zinc, and iron), relocations 
of millions of people along with changes in their living and 
working circumstances (which would be expected to change 
infectious disease patterns, e.g., relocating people away 
from farms obviously reduces their exposure to Clostridium 
tetani [the anaerobic bacillus of tetanus] which is found pri-
marily in soil contaminated by fecal material from [especially 
ruminant] animals such as cattle, sheep, and goats). With 
the April 2019 publication of several very unusual articles 
stemming from the British Medical Journal (BMJ), the time 
arrived to explore some of these concerns in a structured 
and public format. A legitimate concern is that science and 
public opinion are being inappropriately manipulated to fa-
vor a pharmaceutical/vaccination paradigm while lower cost, 
more widely available, safer and more efficacious nutritional 
interventions are being sidelined or intentionally ignored. In 
the current instance, overzealous endorsement and praise 
was given to a pharmaceutical intervention while a nation-
wide nutritional supplementation program supported by dou-
ble-blind placebo-controlled trials was completely—and per-
haps intentionally and strategically—ignored, then blocked 
by the journal from further discussion. 

 Pro-pharma echo chamber resounds: I first became 
aware of the two new (April 2019) BMJ publications (article 
by Palmer et al1  and editorial by Brotherton2) via the derived 
“news” article published on 4 April in The Guardian titled 
“HPV rates tumble after routine vaccination” by Sarah Bose-
ley, the publication’s “Health Editor.” With review of their 
website I found that The Guardian has published an impres-
sive number of pro-vaccine articles devoid of critical thought 
or balanced analysis, including “Cervical cancer could be 
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on the logistics of the intervention. In any placebo-controlled 
trial, the placebo needs to be an inert substance, not—as 
is common with pharmaceutical and especially vaccine 
studies—a mislabeled “placebo” capable of causing harm 
and therefore reducing and obfuscating the relative risk 
(RR) compared to the active/test agent. Science is corrupt-
ed when unscrupulous researchers use active agents mis-
branded as “placebos” in order to make a given interven-
tion look comparatively safe and effective (when compared 
against a harmful placebo, such as the recent studies using 
high-cost high-dose prescription fish oil against a false pla-
cebo of petroleum mineral oil)5 or comparatively dangerous 
or ineffective (when compared against a safe and therapeu-
tically active placebo, such as the recent reviews comparing 
low-dose fish oil against low-dose olive oil, both of which are 
antiinflammatory and cardioprotective).6  Thus, the strategic 
use of inappropriate placebos and/or the intentional ignoring 
of confounding variables (such as population-wide health 
campaigns) serves to glorify the preselected pharmaceutical 
victor while providing the necessary “evidence of effective-
ness” and justification for widespread implementation and 
multimillion $/£/ € purchase. To the extent that such pub-
lications obfuscate the data and minimize appreciation of 
effective nutritional interventions, doctors and patients are 
inappropriately corralled into drug dependency while nutri-
tional interventions with lower cost, wider availability, great-
er safety and efficacy—along with the numerous collateral 
benefits typically seen with nutritional supplementation—are 
withheld from general consideration. As detailed below, BMJ 
published a retrospective population-wide study that im-
possibly ascribed efficacy (by design, such studies cannot 
determine efficacy) to the HPV vaccine while ignoring the 
time-synchronized national public health campaign to im-
prove vitamin D nutriture, whereas the latter has numerous 
lines of evidence supporting its clinically important efficacy 
against various types of HPV infection. 

 Dr Vasquez replies with two “rapid responses” post-
ed on BMJ.com: To its credit, BMJ has a “rapid response” 
system that allows readers to publicly respond to articles and 
occasionally receive replies from the original authors; from 
the rapid responses posted, the journal’s Editors supposedly 
choose from among the responses those few deemed wor-
thy of publication in the print and indexed version of the jour-
nal, as they did with my 2005 reply to an article that misused 
vitamin D in a clinical trial and then erroneously reported that 
vitamin D was inefficacious.7 For the April 2019 BMJ publica-
tions, my first rapid response received no reply; the following 
two rewritten responses, both of which were posted on BMJ.
com in response to the editorial and the original research, 
are contextualized and provided below. The complete texts 
of these replies are included here both for the convenience 
of readers and to also document these posted responses 
in the event that—as is common these days—the editors 
delete any legitimate questioning of the high-profit vaccine 

paradigm. At the time of this writing, my replies are post-
ed online at “Scotland’s public health programs and trends 
improving nutritional status should be considered when dis-
cussing HPV trends” (https://www.bmj.com/content/365/bmj.
l1375/rr-4 and externally archived at https://www.academia.
edu/39207517) and “Scotland’s public health campaigns to 
improve vitamin D nutriture occurred within the same time-
frame as HPV vaccination” (13 April 2019, https://www.
bmj.com/content/365/bmj.l1161/rr-8, externally archived at 
https://www.academia.edu/39201317). 

 The editorial posted by the BMJ to accompany and con-
textualize the original research was unusual in several as-
pects. First, the editorial is described as “commissioned” 
which implies that the journal paid the author to write the 
piece, presumably—as noted by former BMJ Editor Richard 
Smith8 –to sell reprints to the pharmaceutical industry and/
or governmental and other pro-vaccine groups as “proof” 
in order to convince people to accept this intervention as 
valid and thereby promote sales and the resulting profit and 
political power; as such, their editorial functions as an info-
mercial and advertisement for vaccine sales. Second, and 
consistent with the view that the editorial is simply a public-
ity piece, the journal specifically notes that the editorial was 
“not peer-reviewed” which is remarkable considering that 
most people think that all articles in the so-called “top tier” 
and “big five” medical journals are legitimately processed 
and refereed prior to publication and indexing in Medline’s 
Pubmed (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30944088). Third, I no-
ticed that the disclosure as posted “The BMJ has judged 
that there are no disqualifying financial ties to commercial 
companies. The authors declare the following other interests: 
JMLB’s employer has received partial, unrestricted support 
(in the form of equipment) to conduct a randomised trial of 
primary HPV screening from Roche Molecular Systems” 
makes zero mention of the author’s research supported by 
Merck, makers of the HPV vaccination being discussed, re-
vealed elsewhere as “JMLB  has  been  an  investigator  on  
HPV  epidemiology  studies  that received partial, unrestricted 
funding from Seqirus/Merck for laboratory components” (Int 
J Gynecol Obstet 2017; 138 (Suppl. 1): 7–14 DOI: 10.1002/
ijgo.12186) and “JMLB has been an investigator in HPV ep-
idemiological studies that have received partial unrestricted 
grants to support HPV typing components (cervical cancer 
typing study from Seqirus Australia, recurrent respiratory 
papillomatosis study from Merck Sharp and Dohme) and 
is an investigator on the Compass trial, which has received 
equipment and funding from Roche Molecular Systems and 
Roche Tissue Diagnostics, but JMLB reports no personal fi-
nancial benefits” (The Lancet, 2019 February thelancet.com/
public-health Vol 4;e87). Fourth, Brotherton’s editorial is sci-
entifically untenable, giving outlandish praise and stretching 
the boundaries of biological plausibility in support of the HPV 
vaccination advocated by the pro-vaccination group for which 
she works (Victorian Cytology Service [VCS] Foundation);9 
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she states that the results “unequivocally show high vaccine 
effectiveness” despite the fact that they completely ignored 
Scotland’s concurrent nationwide programs to improve vita-
min D status, including giving free vitamin D supplements 
and advocating sunbathing. Fifth, everyone associated with 
this publication appears to have ignored the fact that retro-
spective population-wide studies cannot establish causality 
as can double-blind placebo-controlled trials but at best can 
establish temporal relationships, but only if all impactful fac-
tors are considered, which was obviously not done with this 
primary publication nor its glorifying editorial. Sixth, consist-
ent with my model of the pharmaceutical echo chamber and 
the financial matrimony binding media with drug companies 
, international newspapers and other media trumpeted to the 
world the glory of this vaccine, failing to mention any risks, 
qualifications, other scientific interpretations and therapeutic 
possibilities. Seventh, the scientifically responsible action 
that the BMJ could have taken is to issue a public statement 
clarifying the appropriate interpretation of its published re-
search and reigning in this unscientific hysteria; but the BMJ 
has failed to do so. The text of my rapid response to the 
Editorial posted on BMJ.com is as follows: 

Scotland’s public health programs and trends im-
proving nutritional status should be considered 
when discussing HPV trends

Julia Brotherton’s Editorial [1] accompanying the retro-
spective population study crediting vaccination against 
human papilloma virus (HPV) with reduction in HPV prev-
alence in Scotland [2] considers a variety of possibilities 
for the presumed success of the HPV vaccination pro-
gram. However, her Editorial does not mention the con-
comitant public health programs organized by the Scot-
tish Government and other groups to improve vitamin D 
nutriture throughout Scotland that occurred in the same 
time-frame. The Scottish Government recognized the high 
prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in its population and 
began recommending vitamin D supplementation not later 
than 2006. By 2009, coincident with the start of the HPV 
vaccination campaign in 2008, numerous vitamin D sup-
plementation (and sun exposure) campaigns were being 
implemented throughout Scotland to combat the docu-
mented population-wide problem of vitamin D deficiency.

 Our views of vitamin D experienced a paradigm shift in 
the early part of this century, with key publications start-
ing in 1999 [3-6]. We now have increased awareness of 
vitamin D’s safety and roles in preventive medicine and 
public health, including reducing the burden of infectious 
diseases such as viral infections. Consistent with this ev-
idence of safety and benefit, along with evidence that the 
human daily requirement is an order of magnitude greater 

than previously believed [7], use of vitamin D supplemen-
tation began to increase slowly and then exponentially in 
the United States [8] and other countries, especially Eng-
lish-speaking societies, most notably the United King-
dom. Indeed, according to the Scottish Health Survey 
2003 [9], use of dietary supplements such as vitamins 
(including vitamin D), fish oils (a source of vitamin D) and 
minerals (magnesium supplementation improves vitamin 
D status and is necessary for vitamin D activation, bind-
ing, transport, metabolism, and gene expression [10]) 
had already begun to increase between 1998 and 2003. 
Certainly not later than 2006, the Scottish Government 
was already recommending widespread use of vitamin 
D supplements (and sun exposure) to combat the high 
prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in Scotland [11-23].

 Vitamin D supplementation has been the subject of sev-
eral placebo-controlled trials documenting anti-inflamma-
tory, antiviral, and anticancer effects. Correction of vitamin 
D deficiency has significant anti-inflammatory [24] and 
immunomodulatory [25] benefits. Vitamin D and its direct 
metabolites promote production of antimicrobial peptides 
which have antibacterial and antiviral properties, while 
also reducing viral replication by inhibiting the NF-kappaB 
pathway. Consistent with these immunomodulatory and 
antiviral mechanisms, data from several placebo-con-
trolled trials shows that vitamin D provides benefit in a 
variety of infectious conditions including human immuno-
deficiency virus (HIV) [26], hepatitis C virus [27-29] and 
upper respiratory infections [30-31]. Vitamin D adminis-
tration displays impressive clinical effectiveness against 
dermal HPV as shown in case reports, clinical series, and 
placebo-controlled trials, with remarkable safety, high effi-
cacy, and a consistent trend toward complete resolution of 
lesions [32-36]. In 2014, Schulte-Uebbing et al [37] pub-
lished “Chronical cervical infections and dysplasia (CIN I, 
CIN II): vaginal vitamin D (high dose) treatment” showing 
that among 200 women with cervical dysplasia, vitamin D 
vaginal suppositories (12,500 IU, 3 nights per week, for 
6 weeks) provided “very good anti-inflammatory effects” 
and “good antidysplastic effects” in women with CIN 1. In 
2017, Vahedpoor and colleagues [38] published “Effects 
of Long-Term Vitamin D Supplementation on Regression 
and Metabolic Status of Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia” 
in which they summarized, “In conclusion, vitamin D3 ad-
ministration for 6 months among women with CIN1 result-
ed in its regression and had beneficial effects on markers 
of insulin metabolism, plasma NO, TAC, GSH and MDA 
levels.” In 2018, Vahedpoor and colleagues [39] published 
“Long-Term Vitamin D Supplementation and the Effects 
on Recurrence and Metabolic Status of Cervical Intraepi-
thelial Neoplasia Grade 2 or 3” in which they noted, “The 
recurrence rate of CIN1/2/3 was 18.5 and 48.1% in the 
vitamin D and placebo groups respectively”, thereby 
clearly favoring treatment with vitamin D over placebo.
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 In Scotland, programs advocating HPV vaccination 
(started in 2008) and vitamin D supplementation (started 
not later than 2006 and again in 2009) occurred in close 
chronologic proximity; use of nutritional supplements that 
contain or potentiate vitamin D had started to increase in 
the population by 2003. Crediting the reduction in HPV-re-
lated disease solely to vaccination via retrospective pop-
ulation study is potentially misleading, especially when 
these authors make no account whatsoever of the national 
program for vitamin D supplementation which started in 
the same time-frame. Numerous studies have shown that 
vitamin D provides immunomodulatory, anti-inflammato-
ry, microbiome-modifying, antiviral and anti-HPV benefits 
with high safety, good efficacy, low cost, wide availability, 
and clinically important collateral benefits.

 Following the posting of my rapid response critiquing 
the editorial (11 Apr 2019), BMJ posted my resubmitted re-
sponse rebutting the original research two days later (13 Apr 
2019). Some but not all of the problems with the editorial are 
also noted in and originate from the primary research and 
therefore my critiques are similar, but not identical, with the 
second response a bit more refined and also with changes in 
a few citations. The major errors in the primary article are as 
follows: First, the study design of “retrospective population 
study” is incapable of determining causal relationships; at 
best such a study design can only determine temporal rela-
tionships, i.e., two events occurring together within the same 
time-period or one event following the other. As such, their 
reporting of any causal relationship is erroneous because 
this type of study cannot establish causality. Subsequently, 
the editorial and mass media derivatives are likewise erro-
neous. Second, attribution of effectiveness to the vaccine 
while ignoring any and all education surrounding the vaccine 
conflates inoculation with behavior-modifying education. 
Telling a young girl in essence that “the vaccination is di-
rected toward a sexually transmitted infection in the form of 
a virus that could infect her vagina and cervix if she has un-
protected sex with a boy” is a behavior-changing conversa-
tion likely to reduce sexual intercourse, with boys, especially 
without barrier protection; this primary study by Palmer and 
colleagues completely failed to account for any effect of ed-
ucation, instead giving all credit—indeed premature and in-
appropriate credit—to the vaccine. The age correlation that 
they reported—less HPV with earlier vaccination—could 
easily be explained or confounded with earlier education 
that changes sexual behavior. The authors failed to consider 
anything other than vaccination, so of course they found a 
correlation between vaccination and reduced HPV-related 
disorders. Third, the authors ascribe “herd immunity” to the 
observation that unvaccinated girls also showed a reduction 
in HPV-related disorders; but this could have easily and per-
haps more convincingly been attributed to the nationwide 
vitamin D supplementation programs, which were complete-

ly ignored and never mentioned despite the fact that vita-
min D has been proven effective against HPV infections via 
a variety of levels of evidence. Their concluding statement 
“The bivalent vaccine is confirmed as being highly effective 
vaccine and should greatly reduce the incidence of cervical 
cancer” is overzealous and is an epidemiologic error when 
they failed to consider any other interpretive options. Indeed, 
such considerations—controlling for other possible factors—
is the defining characteristic of competent epidemiology. 
The authors followed their egregious overstatement (quoted 
previously) with a confirmatory understatement: “It is possi-
ble therefore that vaccine effectiveness was over-estimat-
ed.” Neither the accompanying editorial nor the publications 
for the mass media mention of the probable overestimation 
of vaccine effectiveness. My rapid response to the original 
article is as follows: 

Scotland’s public health campaigns to improve vita-
min D nutriture occurred within the same timeframe 
as HVP vaccination

 In April 2019, Palmer et al [1] published a retrospec-
tive population study crediting vaccination against human 
papilloma virus (HPV) with reduction in HPV prevalence 
in Scotland, and the authors attributed a reduction in HPV 
prevalence among unvaccinated women with “herd pro-
tection.” However, the authors did not mention Scotland’s 
population-wide public health campaigns to address en-
demic vitamin D deficiency. The Scottish Government 
recognized the high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in 
its population and began recommending vitamin D sup-
plementation not later than 2006. Vitamin D deficiency 
results in impaired mucosal and immune defenses and 
correlates in a dose-dependent manner with increased 
cervicovaginal HPV infection [2]. By 2009, coincident with 
the start of the HPV vaccination campaign in 2008, nu-
merous vitamin D supplementation (and sun exposure) 
campaigns were being implemented throughout Scotland 
to combat the documented population-wide problem of 
vitamin D deficiency. 

 Our views of vitamin D experienced a paradigm shift 
in the early part of this century with landmark publications 
such as Vieth’s authoritative documentation of safety in 
1999 [3], Zittermann’s “Vitamin D in preventive medicine” 
in British Journal of Nutrition in 2003 [4], and Vasquez’s 
“Clinical importance of vitamin D (cholecalciferol): a par-
adigm shift with implications for all healthcare providers” 
in 2004 [5] followed by an important partial summary of 
vitamin D usage guidelines in British Medical Journal in 
2005 [6]. These and similarly themed articles have con-
tributed to increased awareness of vitamin D’s safety and 
roles in preventive medicine and public health, including 
reducing the burden of infectious diseases such as viral 
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infections and various types of cancer. Consistent with 
this evidence of safety and benefit, along with evidence 
that the human daily requirement is an order of magni-
tude greater than previously believed [7], use of vitamin 
D supplementation began to increase slowly and then 
exponentially in the United States [8] and other countries, 
especially English-speaking societies, most notably the 
United Kingdom. Indeed, according to the Scottish Health 
Survey 2003 [9], use of dietary supplements such as vi-
tamins (including vitamin D), fish oils (a source of vitamin 
D) and minerals (magnesium supplementation improves 
vitamin D status and is necessary for vitamin D activa-
tion, binding, transport, metabolism, and gene expres-
sion [10]) had already begun to increase between 1998 
and 2003. Certainly not later than 2006, the Scottish Gov-
ernment was already recommending widespread use of 
vitamin D supplements to combat the high prevalence of 
vitamin D deficiency in Scotland [11].

 Widespread vitamin D deficiency in Scotland was 
followed by widespread recommendations for vitamin 
D supplementation starting in 2006 and 2009. In 2006, 
Burleigh and Potter published in Scottish Medical Jour-
nal [12] stating that, “The prevalence of vitamin D defi-
ciency is high in older outpatients in this geographical 
area.” In 2007, Hyppönen and Power [13] showed that 
among British adults “Prevalence of hypovitaminosis D 
in the general population was alarmingly high during the 
winter and spring, which warrants action at a population 
level rather than at a risk group level.” In 2008, Rhein 
[14] further specified that “Vitamin D deficiency is wide-
spread in Scotland.” In 2009, the Scottish Government 
acknowledged the need to educate its population about 
the importance of vitamin D3 supplementation [15]. From 
that time until the present, the Scottish Government, 
United Kingdom National Health Services, and various 
advocacy groups and programs (e.g., ScotsNeedVita-
minD.com[16], Healthy Start, which provides vitamin D 
supplements to all children and pregnant women in Scot-
land [17]) continue assertive public health campaigns 
recommending vitamin D supplementation and increased 
vitamin D production via sun exposure via the “Shine on 
Scotland” program initiated in 2009 [18] for all of its citi-
zens [19-23].

 Vitamin D supplementation has been the subject of 
many clinical trials documenting anti-inflammatory, an-
tiviral, and anticancer benefits. Correction of vitamin D 
deficiency has significant anti-inflammatory [24] and im-
munomodulatory [25] benefits. Vitamin D and its direct 
metabolites promote production of antimicrobial peptides 
which have antibacterial and antiviral properties, while 
also reducing viral replication by inhibiting the NF-kappaB 
pathway. Consistent with these immunomodulatory and 

antiviral mechanisms, data from several placebo-con-
trolled trials shows that vitamin D provides benefit in a 
variety of infectious conditions including human immuno-
deficiency virus (HIV) [26], hepatitis C virus [27-29] and 
upper respiratory infections [30-31]. Vitamin D adminis-
tration displays impressive clinical effectiveness against 
dermal HPV as shown in case reports, clinical series, and 
placebo-controlled trials, with remarkable safety, high ef-
ficacy, and a consistent trend toward complete resolution 
of lesions [32-36]. In 2014, Schulte-Uebbing et al [37] pub-
lished “Chronical cervical infections and dysplasia (cervi-
cal intraepithelial neoplasia [CIN] 1-2): vaginal vitamin D 
treatment” showing that among 200 women with cervical 
dysplasia, vitamin D vaginal suppositories (12,500 IU, 3 
nights per week, for 6 weeks) provided “very good an-
ti-inflammatory effects” and “good antidysplastic effects” 
in women with CIN 1. In 2017, Vahedpoor and colleagues 
[38] published a double-blind placebo-controlled trial of 
vitamin D in women with HPV, in which they found that vi-
tamin D3 administration for 6 months among women with 
CIN1 resulted in its regression and had beneficial effects 
on markers of insulin metabolism and antioxidant status. 
In 2018, Vahedpoor and colleagues [39] published a dou-
ble-blind placebo-controlled trial of vitamin D in women 
with HPV, in which they observed, “The recurrence rate 
of CIN1/2/3 was 18.5 and 48.1% in the vitamin D and pla-
cebo groups respectively”, thereby clearly favoring treat-
ment with vitamin D over placebo.

 In Scotland, programs advocating HPV vaccination 
(started in 2008) and vitamin D supplementation (started 
not later than 2006 and again in 2009) occurred in close 
chronologic proximity. Crediting the reduction in HPV-relat-
ed disease solely to vaccination via retrospective popula-
tion study is potentially invalid and misleading, especially 
when the authors make no account whatsoever of the na-
tional program for vitamin D supplementation which start-
ed in the same timeframe. Numerous studies have shown 
that vitamin D provides immunomodulatory, anti-inflamma-
tory, microbiome-modifying, antiviral and anti-HPV bene-
fits with high safety, good efficacy, low cost, wide availabil-
ity, and clinically important collateral benefits.

 My reply makes quite obvious the shortcomings of their 
biased research publication. One should reasonably won-
der why the BMJ would publish such a flawed report, and 
then pay for a “commissioned” “editorial” which was “not 
peer-reviewed.” Then, the editors collectively stifled any fur-
ther conversation regarding the antiviral action of vitamin D 
delivered to the same population in the same time-frame, 
despite its proof of clinical effectiveness. Such a compilation 
of errors could hardly seem accidental, although they would 
synergize fantastically for promoting sales and government 
mandates of the HPV vaccine. 
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 And now for the silent treatment from BMJ editors:  
Reasonably anticipating that the BMJ would share my 
well-cited concerns with their readership via publication in 
a Letter to the Editor or Reply, I waited to hear from the Ed-
itors. When no response arrived by several weeks later, I 
emailed the Letters Editor and the Editor in Chief along with 
two other associate editors. The probability of none of them 
receiving my email nor noting my two posted rapid replies 
is essentially zero, and they have offered no response nor 
explanation for why their publications omitted this key data. 

From: Dr Alex Vasquez   

Date: Thu, May 9, 2019 at 4:34 PM 
Subject: Re: Letters timeframe 
To: Davies 
Cc: Doshi, Godlee, Ludwig

Thank you for your earlier replies. I am following-up 
with interest in publishing the concerns raised in my 
rapid responses, because the original research ap-
pears to have looked at a chronological correlation 
without looking at the national health campaigns that 
started in the same time-frame. In particular, the public 
health campaign that I detailed has double-blind place-
bo-controlled evidence of clinical effectiveness, so it is 
worthy of consideration. 

Of the two rapid responses posted (thank you), the sec-
ond is a bit more refined and has (a few) better citations 
(I think I changed 2 of them).

1. Scotland’s public health programs and trends improv-
ing nutritional status should be considered when discuss-
ing HPV trends  https://www.bmj.com/content/365/bmj.
l1375/rr-4

2. Scotland’s public health campaigns to improve vi-
tamin D nutriture occurred within the same timeframe 
as HPV vaccination  https://www.bmj.com/content/365/
bmj.l1161/rr-8

As noted in my responses, vitamin D demonstrates an-
tiinflammatory, microbiome-modifying, immune-support-
ing (eg, antimicrobial peptides, sIgA) and it specifically 
demonstrates effectiveness against HPV. I trust that we 
share the same goal of helping patients avoid HPV-re-
lated disorders, and cholecalciferol clearly shows bene-
fit, safety, wide availability, and low cost. 

[32] Moscarelli L, Annunziata F, Mjeshtri A, Paudice N, Tsa-
louchos A, Zanazzi M, Bertoni E. Successful treatment of re-
fractory wart with a topical activated vitamin d in a renal trans-
plant recipient. Case Rep Transplant. 2011;2011:368623. 
doi: 10.1155/2011/368623. Epub 2012 Jan 3.

[33] Aktaş H, Ergin C, Demir B, Ekiz Ö. Intralesional Vita-
min D Injection May Be an Effective Treatment Option for 
Warts. J Cutan Med Surg. 2016 Mar-Apr;20(2):118-22. 
doi: 10.1177/1203475415602841. Epub 2015 Aug 20
[34] Raghukumar S, Ravikumar BC, Vinay KN, Suresh 
MR, Aggarwal A, Yashovardhana DP. Intralesional Vita-
min D3 Injection in the Treatment of Recalcitrant Warts: 
A Novel Proposition. J Cutan Med Surg. 2017 Jul/
Aug;21(4):320-324. doi: 10.1177/1203475417704180. 
Epub 2017 Apr 6.
[35] Naresh M. A Study of Effectiveness of Intralesional 
Vitamin D3 in Treatment of Multiple Cutaneous Warts. 
IOSR Journal of Dental and Medical Sciences (IOSR 
-JDMS) 2019:18(3),84-87
[36] Abdel Kareem IM, Ibrahim IM, Fahmy Mohammed 
SF, Ahmed AA. Effectiveness of intralesional vitamin D3 
injection in the treatment of common warts: single-blind-
ed placebo-controlled study. Dermatol Ther. 2019 Mar 
28:e12882. doi: 10.1111/dth.12882
[37] Schulte-Uebbing C, Schlett S, Craiut I, Antal L, Olah 
H. Chronical cervical infections and dysplasia (CIN I, CIN 
II): vaginal vitamin D (high dose) treatment. Dermatoen-
docrinol 2014 Oct; 6:e27791. doi:10.4161/derm.27791
[38] Vahedpoor Z, Jamilian M, Bahmani F, Aghadavod 
E, Karamali M, Kashanian M, Asemi Z. Effects of Long-
Term Vitamin D Supplementation on Regression and 
Metabolic Status of Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia: 
a Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Tri-
al. Horm Cancer. 2017 Feb;8(1):58-67. doi: 10.1007/
s12672-016-0278-x. Epub 2017 Jan 3
[39] Vahedpoor Z, Mahmoodi S, Samimi M, Gilasi 
HR, Bahmani F, Soltani A, Sharifi Esfahani M, Asemi 
Z. Long-Term Vitamin D Supplementation and the Ef-
fects on Recurrence and Metabolic Status of Cervical 
Intraepithelial Neoplasia Grade 2 or 3: A Randomized, 
Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Trial. Ann Nutr Metab. 
2018;72(2):151-160. doi: 10.1159/000487270. Epub 
2018 Feb 21

Thank you, 
Dr Alex Vasquez

 

 Again expecting the journal’s editors might value research 
accuracy, journalistic integrity, and the importance of ethical 
standards in clinical care and research, I was a bit surprised 
that these five BMJ Editors would collectively fail to reply 
to cited concerns about the quality of their publication. BMJ 
claims on its website that it hosts and/or represents an “in-
ternational community of readers, authors, and editors” but 
apparently this sense of “community” does not apply to the 
questioning of publications that show obvious bias by ignor-
ing other influences and funneling the results toward vaccine 
endorsement. 
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 Basic components of research integrity: Tutorial ar-
ticles published in journals as well as textbooks such as 
The Lancet Handbook of Essential Concepts in Clinical 
Research11  can inform the implementation and evaluation 
of research. Ideally (but largely theoretically), research is 
performed honestly and competently, critically reviewed 
postproduction and prepublication by independent scien-
tists/scholars, and then refereed by at least one expert-lev-
el Editor prior to publication and dissemination; the fourth 
component of research integrity is post-publication critique 
by readers and correspondence between such readers and 
the original authors. A fifth component of research integrity 
is the publication of article-specific editorials/commentaries 
that provide context and perspective for the new informa-
tion presented; as with the original research, such Editorials 
should be independently peer-reviewed in a blinded manner 
by internal or external reviewers prior to publication. 

 Authorial and editorial bypassing of research integrity: 
A notorious pitfall in the publication of descriptive and retro-
spective studies such as the one by Palmer et al being dis-
cussed here is that of false attribution; that is, the erroneous 
assumption that because an intervention was followed by an 
observation that the former caused the latter. This error is 
intellectually grave as it can lead to erroneous conclusions 
about cause-and-effect relationships, thereby misleading 
government policy and clinical care. This error is also de-
scribed as overstepping the data, erroneous inference, 
and—in Latin—post hoc ergo propter hoc which translates 
to “after this, therefore because of this”, also known as the 
post hoc fallacy. In truth, causal relationships can only be 
established in appropriately conducted clinical trials; non-
interventional retrospective population studies such as this 
one lead by Palmer can add only accessory information but 
are incapable of establishing or refuting causality, especially 
when the study itself fails to control for other variables and 
considerations. 

 “Errors” in study design may be accidental or intention-
al. In addition to the failure to consider other causes for 
an observed outcome, investigators can also accidentally 
or intentionally “stack the deck” in order to make a certain 
conclusion more or less likely. Strategically or innocently, 
researchers can select patients that may have covariables 
that are of major importance to the outcome being studied. 
Indeed, the authors noted that “partial immunization was as-
sociated with increased deprivation, having left school, and 
increasing age” but they failed to follow-up on these consid-
erations and their HPV-relevant implications. Co-variables 
that correlate with more vaccination are better financial sta-
tus, better healthcare insurance coverage, better nutrition, 
less sexual promiscuity and less social inequality/defeat 
stress. Improved nutrition obviously provides an anti-viral ef-
fect by reducing inflammation-promoted viral replication and 
also by enhancing immune defenses; wealthier and better 

educated persons are known to consume more nutritional 
supplements. A reduced number of sexual exposures would 
obviously affect the prevalence of a sexually transmitted dis-
eases (STD). Less socioeconomic stress would lead to a rel-
ative improvement in immune function compared to a group 
with stress-induced immunodysfunction and immunosup-
pression. Obviously—and completely ignored by all of the 
authors and editors of this BMJ publication—is the fact that 
the act of vaccination itself with its attendant information (ie, 
behavior-changing education) regarding the risks of sexual 
behavior (ie, promiscuity verses abstinence) and the value 
of STD-blocking barrier methods (e.g., condoms) would be 
clearly expected to reduce HPV-related disease. As noted in 
The Lancet Handbook of Essential Concepts in Clinical Re-
search (page 35), “When selection bias or information bias 
exists in a study, irreparable damage results. Internal validity 
is doomed.” Also (page 46), “Although assessment of many 
outcomes is often cited as a positive attribute of cohort stud-
ies, this feature can be abused. For example, testing the 
associations between exposure and many outcomes, but 
only reporting the significant ones, represents misleading 
science.”

 In this case, the authors quite obviously failed to consider 
anything other than their chosen vaccine program, and then 
they assumed that the vaccine program was responsible 
for the observation that cervical disease was decreased in 
the vaccinated group. How these researchers were able to 
remain ignorant of a well-publicized government-endorsed 
nationwide public health campaign emphasizing improved 
nutrition and vitamin D supplementation12  (which is proven 
with a variety of clinical research to reduce the burden of 
HPV infections, to improve general immunity, and to reduce 
inflammation) is unclear; one can only reasonably speculate 
why the journal’s editors would fail to publish commentary 
and consideration in this regard. 

 Bizarrely, BMJ allowed the study’s lead author to post 
additional commentary on his own research, as if the pub-
lication needed any additional biased aggrandizement. Not 
surprisingly, Palmer13  agreed with his own perspective and 
endorsed the greatness of his research, stating that his re-
search revealed “a veritable triumph for medicine” and that 
the intervention he endorses is “the only feasible solution” 
to preventing HPV-related cervical cancer. As would be ex-
pected in one of the “mainstream medical journals”, zero 
mention was made of nutritional immunorestoration, micro-
biome modification, nor antiviral nutrition strategies—all of 
which have a clear role in the prevention of HPV-related cer-
vical disease. Clearly, if the only intervention considered is 
vaccination, and all other social and biological interventions 
are ignored, then the only possible solution will appear to be 
vaccination, regardless of the lack of merit of this conclusion. 
Whether or not one “believes in” the common oversimplified 
model of HPV-induced cervical disease and/or the promul-
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gated “value” of vaccination, we should all want the research 
to be accurate and for all variables and treatment options to 
be considered for this condition, especially when the pro-
moted vaccine appears responsible for a large number of in-
juries and deaths.14  As noted recently (2018) by former BMJ 
Editor Richard Smith, the BMJ and its publishing group sells 
millions of dollars/pounds/euros worth of “product advertis-
ing” (e.g., £2.7m) and article reprints (£1.98m or $2,497,770 
United States dollars); most of these advertisements and 
article preprints are purchased by the medical device and 
drug (including vaccine) industry to promote sales of their 
products.15 

 The case for postpublication retraction: According to 
the Committee on Publication Ethics,16 journal editors should 
strongly consider retracting a publication if any of the follow-
ing occur: 1) evidence that the findings are unreliable, either 
as a result of misconduct [e.g. data fabrication] or honest 
error [e.g. miscalculation or experimental error], 2) redun-
dant publication, 3) plagiarism, 4) unethical research. In my 
opinion, any legitimate critical reading of this article would 
have easily led to its pre-publication rejection or its post-pub-
lication retraction, but because the article has financial value 
by promoting a multibillion dollar vaccine paradigm and up to 
thousands/millions of dollars in article reprints and pharma-
ceutical advertising, it was published, editorially praised, and 
then publicly glorified without (to my knowledge) any scien-
tific criticism. In the irony of ironies, lead author Palmer was 
quoted by Medscape (op cit) as stating: “One of the things 
this study really does hammer home is that the anti-vaccine 
lobby are actually peddling falsehoods.”

 The importance of nutritional expertise and inde-
pendent publications in the post-truth and pro-pharma-
ceutical era: The international community has been living in 
the post-truth era—defined as being dominated by utter dis-
regard for truth in the service of financial and political pow-
er—now for many years.17  Given that nutritional education 
is generally excluded from medical education and post-grad-
uate training, the only way for clinicians to learn about the 
clinical use of vitamins and minerals to prevent and treat a 
wide range of diseases—including but not limited to HPV-re-
lated diseases—is to access independent publications such 
as Journal of Orthomolecular Medicine,18 expert-level text-
books,19 nutrition-inclusive conferences and online courses. 
A clinician will likely never learn that HPV diseases can be 
prevented and treated by nutritional interventions by reading 
and following the mainstream medical journals and mass 
media. But from the orthomolecular perspective, the ra-
tionale supporting such interventions is quite obvious and 
strongly grounded in legitimate science, biological plausibili-
ty, and clinical trials (e.g., antiviral nutrition strategies).20  

 Author information: Dr Alex Vasquez is a lecturer and 
author of numerous articles, letters, and books related to 

topics of nutrition, clinical medicine, neuroinflammation, 
human microbiome and immunonutrition. Dr Vasquez has 
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Current Status of Vortex Diagram and Descriptions 

Due to escalating political misbehavior in March 2019, 

the main diagram has been updated and is now being 

further developed and more widely distributed. This 

version was updated on March 3, 2019, and updated 

versions will be periodically uploaded to the archival 

website: https://www.academia.edu/38476348 

 

Previous versions 

1. This diagram originated spontaneously during the 

production of a review—titled “Introduction to 

#Cardionutrition: Kidney Stones and the Ketogenic 

Diet”—published in video and text format in 2018.  

2. The diagram was again published with additional 

explanation in a peer-reviewed editorial published in 

2019: Vasquez A, Pizzorno J. Concerns About The 

Integrity of The Scientific Research Process—Focus 

On Recent Negative Publications Regarding Nutrition, 

Multivitamins, Fish Oil And Cardiovascular Disease. 

Integrative Medicine 2019 Feb; 8-15 

 

Commentary 

The recent censorship of information that has occurred—

originating from the United States but also influencing 

access to information worldwide—requires commentary, 

context and concrete documentation of its existence. 

Perhaps the most important contribution of this 

article is the demonstration of the interconnectedness 

of the systems that originate and sustain thought-

control and intellectual censorship in what otherwise 

might appear to be democratic societies. This article 

contends that information requires context and that while 

isolated facts may be very important by themselves they 

cannot be more important or influential than their overall 

context and the resulting synergistic-exponential 

influence they produce; furthermore, the appreciation of 

these components that occur over time establishes that 

these events are systematic and coordinated rather than 

incidental and isolated.  

 

Data and Citations 

1. Medical journals are inherently biased toward 

publishing drug-praising articles that can also 

serve as advertisements and infomercials for the 

pharmaceutical industry, which commonly pays 

millions of dollars for journal reprints: Medical 

journals/organizations publish pro-drug research 

which becomes paid advertising when the drug 

companies buy reprints or direct advertising for 

millions of dollars (Smith, PLOS Medicine 2005). 

2. Headline-making newspapers, magazines, and 

television programs re-publish pro-drug 

information to the delight of their drug advertisers: 

Positive news about drugs and vaccines is headlined 

and featured, while actionable information about 

nutrition is unavailable or tainted with controversy. 

Medicine-positive television features "medical heroes" 

reinforcing medical authority, medical dependency, 

and the drugs-as-salvation paradigms. News stories 

highlighting fear of infectious diseases serve to 

maintain constant fear, medical dependency, and 

xenophobia (e.g., "Africanized" bees, Zika, El Niño, 

Asian flu, Xenophobia: Ebola Stigma, Discrimination 

for Africans. Time Magazine 2014). Many of these 

stories are revealed as lies after they have served their 

political purposes; PolitiFact named the panicked US 

response to Ebola as the 2014 "Lie of the Year", Time 

Magazine 2014.  

3. Science and popular media become an echo 

chamber of biased pro-drug propaganda; drug 

companies pay US politicians to promote pro-drug 

laws (e.g., mandatory vaccinations), protect drug 

companies from liability (e.g., National Childhood 

Vaccine Injury Act of 1986), and promote 

international expansion of US drug sales. US 

politicians gag and censure free speech on topics 

related to medical dangers by pressuring bookstores 

and social media to burn books and ban documentary 

films. Documentary and case report films of vaccine-

induced injury and death are labeled “anti-vaccine 

movies” and are disappeared from bookstores and 
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media outlets. (CNN Business 2019). This 

government-representative-directed action must be 

noted as a violation of the First Amendment of the 

United States Constitution that explicitly protects “free 

speech” among American citizens; in the 2019 

situation, the books and documentary films were 

effectively banned from public access when a US 

politician sent a “warning letter” to various social 

media platforms and media retailers, thereby using 

government influence to restrict privately-distributed 

access to information. U.S. Constitution, First 

Amendment: "Congress shall make no law respecting 

an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, 

or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 

assemble, and to petition the government for a redress 

of grievances." 

4. Drug companies become more profitable and 

therefore more powerful than governments. Drug 

companies utilize US political and military power by 

influencing international trade agreements, eg, 

enforcing mandatory drug/vaccine policies, 

dismantling consumer protections, replicating US's 

healthcare bureaucracy, expense, risk; note the 

Orwellian description of vaccines as "weapons of mass 

protection" (Milstien et al, Health Affairs 2006) and 

the deployment of military forces under the banner of 

humanitarian health aid (National armies for global 

health? Lancet 2014)  

5. Drug companies infiltrate media, television shows, 

education, and public policy. Defunding public 

science forces schools and journals to rely on pharma 

funding. Drug companies pay "researchers", 

professors, and editors to publish and teach 

information favorable to the drug paradigm and 

products; medical schools love to receive funding from 

drug companies. Medical students and doctors are kept 

insanely busy, exhausted, suicidally 

depressed/stressed, and fearfully compliant; anyone 

who questions the drug paradigm, especially vaccines, 

is a target for censure, expulsion. US medical 

physicians have the highest rates of suicide of any 

profession. (Physicians Experience Highest Suicide 

Rate of Any Profession. Medscape 2018) 

6. International political agreements are written to 

the favor of drug companies rather than to the 

citizens of those countries: Notice the language of 

such "free trade" agreements, "seek the elimination of 

government measures such as price controls and 

reference pricing which deny full market access for 

United States products in overseas markets... 

legalizing direct to consumer advertising (DTCA) via 

the internet: Each Party shall permit a pharmaceutical 

manufacturer to disseminate… information regarding 

its pharmaceuticals that are approved for sale in the 

Party’s territory…" Lopert R, Gleeson D. The High 

Price of “Free” Trade: U.S. Trade Agreements and 

Access to Medicines. Journal of Law, Medicine & 

Ethics 2013. "The United State seeks to redesign 

national health care systems in its own image... By 

concluding bilateral and regional agreements, the 

United States is gaining greater influence over the 

domestic health care and drug coverage programs of 

its trading partners... The U.S. (and Australian) 

pharmaceutical industry perceived a free trade 

agreement to present an opportunity to undermine the 

evidence-based, strict and effective procedures 

underpinning Australia’s Pharmaceutical Benefits 

Scheme (PBS)... After the treaty’s conclusion, 

however, drug manufacturers expressed delight with 

the implications for prices, profits and investment... 

Free trade agreements reflect the U.S.’ enduring 

adherence to market-based solutions, coupled with a 

conviction that government intervention is 

unnecessary and unhelpful. Thus the U.S. Trade 

Representative is mandated to pursue “the elimination 

of government measures such as price controls and 

reference pricing which deny full market access for 

United States products” in overseas markets. This is 

despite the U.S. health care system itself exhibiting the 

characteristics of market failure... enabling triple 

damages for patent violations... The United States 

deploys an aggressive trade agenda to expand markets 

for U.S. goods and services " Tully SR. Free Trade 

Agreements with The United States: 8 Lessons For 

Prospective Parties From Australia’s Experience. 

British Journal of American Legal Studies 2016. 

"There is growing international concern about the risks 

posed by direct-to-consumer advertising (DTCA) of 

prescription pharmaceuticals, including via the 

internet. Recent trade agreements negotiated by the 

United States, however, incorporate provisions that 

may constrain national regulation of DTCA. Some 

provisions explicitly mention DTCA; others enable 

foreign investors to seek compensation if new 

regulations are seen to harm their investments." 

Gleeson D, Menkes DB. Trade Agreements and 

Direct-to-Consumer Advertising of Pharmaceuticals. 

International Journal of Health Policy and 

Management 2013. "Opposition to Breast-Feeding 

Resolution by U.S. Stuns World Health Officials. … 

When that failed, they turned to threats, according to 

diplomats and government officials who took part in 

the discussions. Ecuador, which had planned to 

introduce the measure, was the first to find itself in the 

cross hairs. The Americans were blunt: If Ecuador 

refused to drop the resolution, Washington would 

unleash punishing trade measures and withdraw 

crucial military aid. The Ecuadorean government 

quickly acquiesced." Opposition to Breast-Feeding 

Resolution by U.S. Stuns World Health Officials. New 

York Times 2018 "Global health experts say breast 
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milk is especially important for babies in poor 

countries, where unsafe water supplies can make 

powdered infant formula dangerous. The Trump 

administration’s aggressive attempts to water down an 

international resolution supporting breast-feeding go 

against decades of advice by most medical 

organizations and public health experts." Trump 

Stance on Breast-Feeding and Formula Criticized by 

Medical Experts. New York Times July 9, 2018 

 

Current status of Vortex Diagram 

This article is currently being updated, cited and 

substantiated. This version was updated on March 3, 

2019, and upcoming versions will be uploaded to the 

archival website: https://www.academia.edu/38476348 
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